REALITY HAS YET TO BEGIN
BY KEN PEREZ

PREFACE:
What are my books about? The reader skims through them and is bombarded by seemingly unrelated themes: one sees
surreal, comic book-like illustrations, and conceptual drawings of multi-dimensional beings and realities not unlike giant
monsters, mecha, gods, aliens, and futuristic worlds. One is also presented with synergistic ideas pertaining to many
fields and practices, such as physics, engineering,and other sciences - meditation/spirituality, and the paranormal as
well. Technically, my art and writing is also 'multidisciplinary' . For example, with the art I combine the abstract, surreal,
and representational. With the writing, I fluctuate stylistically between prose, poetry, and stream-ofconsciousness,while conceptually I shift between the logical, metaphorical, and auto-biographical.
So in this integrated sense, can my books be categorized as sci-fi, fantasy, graphic novels, or as meta-philosophical
speculations? Are they even works of art and literature. I cannot tell you because my sensibility defies categorization.
My work requires non-discriminating perception and grounded curiousity, because I'm trying to navigate reality in all of
its dimensions. This higher perception requires a higher imagination, as opposed to wild imagination, or even higher
intelligence.
We may not even need data, systems, methodologies, and doctrines as much as we think; at best structure is meant to
be used as an all-encompassing reference point, which like a hologram, always contains the whole. It's conceivable that
we only need to utilize 15 percent structure, as opposed to the current logistics/educational model, which
overemphasizes structure.
Perhaps the highest art, literature, and science, or whatever informational system, functions not unlike an oracle, or
holographic pool of pure interchangeable, complimentary information. This boundless info pool borders all educational
systems and co-evolutionary processes. This pool is dependant upon the perceiver's tuning ability and mindfulness;
one's unique, yet non- isolating re-interpretation of the shared experience. Since, this non-discriminating perception
sees the relevance and potentiality of all things, it encourages the magnetization of information. This can translate
synergistically into many sectors, as such as bio-diversity, eco-diversity, neuro, geo, and so on. I'm trying to encourage
this greater perception with my multi-facted books - created from an all-filling stream-of-consciousness, as opposed to
just stream-of-consciousness.
Perhaps my comix and storylines are imaginative exercises, or maybe they're blueprints for transcendental experiences in shamanistic/psychedelic/hallucinatory realms truer than reality. Perhaps my musings aren't so much speculative, as
they're a greater means of information stimulation .
Non-categorizational information can pave the way for 'omni-mediums', or all-inclusive/synergistic systems even
broader than science, religion, or other present educational systems. In this integrated sense, my work can encourage
people of various fields and backgrounds to contemplate, co-shape, and design the blueprints for omni-systems. These
systems incorporate all technological functions( ranging from physical tech to the ultra-physical; nut-and-bolts
transportation or teleportation) and integrate all perceptions/experiences( alluding to reincarnation, astral
projection/interdimensional travel, and overall self-mastery). Simply put, we co-shape our own mythologies/stories,
culture, sciences, to the degree that we encourage different environments to merge in more complimentary ways(
ranging from one's inner mind to the collective, the physical world to the ultra-physical, and so on). This encourages
outer environments to merge, since they mirror us to an extent - thus stabilizing a hyper-accelerating cosmos. This can
lead to a world of diverse possibilities, a multi-mirroring universe, yet we still maintain our personal, stabilizing
connection amidst endless probabilities - hence, allowing us to enjoy life's buffet..

PROFOUND COMMON SENSE: UNDERSTANDING THE REALITY OF NATURE BY EXPLORING THE NATURE OF REALITY
You plan a trip to Imageworld, the world's largest theme park. Its no typical supertheme park, like Disneyworld or Six
Flags, because its a cultural conglomeration, incorporating universities, museums, shopping malls, arcades, music
concerts, multicultural activities, science expos, and other festivities. Besides having the world's largest and fastest
rollercoasters, bumpercars, and other rides, it also has the most expansive, tropical beaches( with scube diving ) and
skiing in controlled weather environments.
You plan the trip. You research the internet, watch promotional videos on youtube, and study its online map. As you
plan, you realize that thousands of like-minded tourists are either planning or visiting the park, yet you retain your selfawareness, realizing that you're just another person studying a complex region. Though you're not there yet, you can
somehow visualize the trip to the degree that you live it out in a virtual reality - perhaps in a lucid dream . The idea that
this projection or interpretation of a future event you're sure to experience is mostly fantasy-based doesn't matter,
because its conditioning you for a true event, which others already live out.
So you embark on your trip, either in the real world or dream. You take a cab to the airport, leaving the stressful city to
board a plane occupied by strangers. You fly to the theme park, and check in to the hotel. You ride crowded elevators,
treadmills, and escalators. On this one day, you've changed attire, boarded crowded vehicles, and interacted with all
kinds of personalities, whether rude or polite clerks, jovial or irritating co-passengers, yet you retain you're selfawareness. You recall the day's events, simply because of your ability to prioritize and choose your means of
transportation.
The next day, you go on the highest rollercoasters, and other rides with the wildest, most dynamic motions, which seem
to defy the laws of physics. You spin, drop, and rise in all directions, sometimes in prop-filled, enclosed spaces that
resemble movie theatres. The props are often fantastical, depicting aliens, monsters, and the like, and there are even
life-like holographic imagery (perhaps superheros, ghosts, cartoon characters)projected at you and the screaming
crowds. As you depart from these mind-blowing, dizzying rides( perhaps in a slight state of nausea) you recuperate
rather easily because you know these are just rides. You retain your awareness as you go to the water-park, where
swimming, scuba-diving, and waterslides prevail. You change into a swimsuit or don deep-sea-diving gear as you explore
the murky, deep world of the aquatic.
You also shop in the mall, visit the eclectic exhibits of the international museum, displaying things from different time
periods, and play video games( with intergalactic themes) in the arcade. You get to design your own characters in the
game; literally creating your digitized alter-egos. You take courses in the university, which help you become more skilled
and creative on many levels - to the degree that you can co-design this theme park. You make many friends from across
the country and globe simply because of the unspoken common interest of sharing and exploring.
This is what makes this vacation spot special because its not about blind consumption, but also about cultural
stimulation and world community - in this sense, the park is a vast, interactive world expo.
The vacation, or your reality-based projection of it has ended, and you return home, soon to return for a longer
duration. In that one week, you boarded many vehicles, absorbed great info( surpassing even the vast memory capacity
of a computer), created many projects, interacted with many good souls, changed into many outfits, endured much
stress, and travelled thousands of miles. Yet you remember much of the vacation. You're aware that you are merely an
individual, among thousands, who engaged in enthralling and fascinating activities which were ultimately mundane.
But what if all your memories or reality-based fantasies of this vacation were suddenly wiped out, even though it all
happened? What if a state bordering schizophrenia and dementia overtook you, where you only retain fragmented,
amorphous memories of events that have yet to happen - though we still experience it on levels beyond the collective

subconscious? What if all your memories/ideas of the vacation manifest themselves in a variety of surreal ways,
whether through dreams, hallucinations, or shape-shifting paranormal phenomena, or are triggered by certain aromas,
images, sounds, atmospheric conditions?
For example, you might recall the rollercoaster ride as being a writhing, metallic serpent swirling about in deep space
with no visible tracks or trajectory. You see this in a lucid dream, or as a ufo in real-time, while stargazing. The many
crowded vehicles you boarded, buses, planes, and so on, may appear as the appendages of giant robots that harvest
souls to other worlds. You notice that some of the inhabitants( or captives) inside these ufos, mechanisms, and godbots appear to be distorted, screaming anthromorphic beings or aliens - they strangely look familiar. Some aliens even
wear bulky, cumbersome spacesuits that resemble scuba-diving helmets or ski goggles.
These apparitions and visions continue to manifest themselves in a variety of ways, as if it was some profound
informational stream trying to reach the appropriate conduits( ie, the boundless receptive potential of our minds).
Ultimately nothing exists just to exist, no matter how independant, since it is meant to either be integrated into some
progressive continuum or be co-ordinated with greater stability. But your psychic dementia and schizophrenia makes it
difficult to properly decipher these messages, which form the blueprint for the ultimate reality. An unfair twist to this, is
that this info is infinitely multilayered in meaning - expanding and morphing by the moment - and much of it is lost in
translation as it enters our limited 3d-world. What especially complicates this, is that the majority of the world - your
fellow 'tourists' - also suffer from this 'schizo-dementia'. So this higher info pool is forced to compensate by transmitting
itself through other conduits, whether plants, particles, elements, amoebas,and the rest. These 'alien' catalysts merge
into various evolutionary processes, geological, biological, quantum, psychological, bio-neurological, et al. On a certain
level, all life emanating from these comprimised evolutionary processes mirror this (sometimes) schizphrenic, unaligned
collective consciousness - yet our creative capacities/re-integrating potential is still far greater.
In this sense, all processes/systems correlate to a greater system that underlies all cosmic phenomena - the 'universal
theme park' is a merely a manifestation of the ultimate blueprint - yet other potentially complimentary systems, both on
micro and macro levels( which are fundamentally mini-universities or synergetic eco/bio/neuro/quantum systems) are
more comprimised because of our inability to align intermediary, fundamentally complimentary processes, which can
co-shape our own evolution. The greater system is the ultimate free energy system and artistic medium. We utilize its
sentient tools and resources accordingly to our compassionate ability to percieve and disciplined capability to manifest
fertile, alchemical energies.The other systems are either synthetic, discriminating systems of self-preservation( ie,
various Darwinian processes, corrupting, parasetic, virus-like particles or destructive catalysts) or they're paths for the
very quantum system-consciousness which breeds the cataclysts that become these smaller systems. In this sense,
technological, artistic, educational, biological, ecological, social, etc. systems are microcosms of this greater system, and
they can as building blocks for the merging blocks - hence it is inevitable that they outgrow their worldly functions,
rather than exhausting them.
In other words, whether we're aware of it or not, we replicate this ideal system with our arts, sciences, and schools. This
applies to software design( where we design virtual worlds, characters, programs) to art, where we write and enjoy
stories, illustrate and admire ideal worlds, and the like. Ultimately, even mundane skills like sewing, cooking, drawing,
recording, exercising, can be applied on a quantum level, to co-shaping the ultimate system: like some photoshop or
computer movie-making program, we use high-energy virtual tools( in the sense that they're sensitive to subtle, sentient
forces), to alchemically sew or manifest interdimensional suits, sketch holographic dimensions, and the like. And our
finely-tuned athletic and qi skills can redistribute cosmic stresses, rhythms, and frequencies, as we engage in higherdimensional activities.
Ultimately, all manifestations of this system, whether ufos, avatars, virtual worlds, are meant to serve us, like the supertheme park attractions and exhibitions. But if we don't occupy them, they'll come out and 'take us over' in a variety of

forms, oppressive religous/political paradigms, or malignant mysterious phenomena/ parasetic life forces( 'spiritual
possession') or false systems which really don't want to exist - rather they want to be integrated into a lesscomprimising, healther environment. But, like premature, maldeveloped babies they need to do whatever it takes to
survive, hence their burning, all-consuming parastic drive. In this sense, evil doesn’t want to exist.
Unfortunately, many of these synthetic systems have been used as control systems, whether by maldeveloped entities
or one-dimensional visonaries on Earth. The psychic downpour of our unresolved thoughts/vibes coelesce in many
unpredictable forms: such as scattered religous visions that are either subject to the believer's interpretation or tapped
into accordingly to the mindset of the particular prophet/visionary in whatever era dominated by a specific paradigm yet the message is infinetely multilayered. These ideas form the basis of many belief systems, destructive and
constructive: these beliefs range from 'the need' to either follow the oppressive, coded will of a specific god( or many),
or it can be used for believers to worship and co-create from a more consenting mindset. Or it can range from the even
more nefarious belief of people playing god, in terms of their goals of population control/social engineering( eugenics,
or their notions of superior and inferior human stock and hence their 'pre-ordained will' to dictate reality) to the more
enlightening possibility that world culture can utilize its many resources and schools to create a more dynamic,
humanistic democracy, since stable truths are created by coordinated minds.
To better understand the mind's multi-visualizing capabilities, such as in the contemplation of the theme park and its
assorted probabilities,its important to digress to the root speculation: what are the exact dynamics of a reality which
allows one to percieve/contemplate it in seemingly contrary ways for the purpose of re-integrating it? For example,
existentialist questions like, what is the nature of reality, what is being and nothingness, is there life after death, and so
on? Paradoxically, these questions actually hint at a state of consciousness that is still in pre-development and in great
separation, not at a self-aware mind contemplating its existence. So the implication here is that we have yet to be
born/reality has yet to begin; we're still struggling in an embryonic state, as opposed to 'being' in the purest sense...
what's real is within and contained( hence, constrained), while what's true is without and beyond - yet still within in the
all-permeating sense. This self-realization bypasses all notions of death, fear, uncertainty, and suffering.
In this respect, the meaning of life is death, and the meaning of death is life.
Simply stated, we're still projecting thoughts of ideal realities, and planting seeds and catalysts into a vacuum-like
continuum which far exceeds our calculating abilities - yet our simple, unique ability to heed the infinite stimuli of a
nourishing system-consciousness that exists as an unseen fragmented blueprint within our immediate systems is our
salvation. The holographic, multi-layered blueprint for an ideal society, and all -connecting trajectories of a unifying
reality also exists, we merely need to co-ordinate our immediate systems, not necessarily combine them for the purpose
of percieving these ever-revealing merging systems( which the building blocks of mathematics, geneology, physics, and
even mundane 'fun' activities like sports, entertainment, video games - hence, our fascination with such pop cultural
things - lead to). This deeper mind receptivity depends more on momentum than on incremental calculation or even
psychedelic mind-expansion... whatever arises depends upon what we emphasize.
But can the multidimensional dynamics of reality be described simply,in order for one to concoct the appropriate
visualization and help align its fluctuating flows? Is there a specific, direct technique to turn the forces of chaos to our
advantage so as to co-shape the most liberating evolution?
Just like the ultimate system and its correlating systems can be simplified as being a vast university fused with a world
expo and other festivities, multidimensional dynamics can be thought of as being an elaborate quantum special effects
studio, or holographic movie-making system. Imagine this studio as being filled with organic, shape-shifting cameras,
projecters, film screens, lighting equiptment, matte screens, green screens, blue, and so on models, and computers.
Only the lens on these cameras are multigeometric and ultra-sensitive to light, as if they're an amalgamation of different

ways to see( incorporating the vistas of insects, birds of prey, and other animals with keen eyesight, the lens of infra-red
cameras, microscopes, hubble telescopes, et al) . The film screens are also super-light sensitive, multi-layered and ultrageometric, and some of the projectors function both as a camera and screen( recieving and reshaping
info/imagery/frequencies).
There are also shape-shifting gear-like film reels( in which the gears function as clocks themselves, not as parts of a
clock) - only the amorphous images embedded in the multidimensional film frames embody all actions and impressions
of the universe, like the holographic animation cells of some surreal movie whose mere malleability depends upon one's
co-shaping perception, or dynamic imagination. There are also multi-geometric buttons of varying sizes, heights, and
widths, on the computer editing system, corresponding to ideas of sacred geometry, organic mathematics, and
archetypal symbols - hence the broader the symbols/metaphors and the more multi-layered and symmetrical the codes,
the more we'll see. These buttons can be shuffled around in various directions, forming different, yet complimentary
shapes, which enables one to calculate or photograph beyond the speed of light. This level of calculation enables one,
the potential producer/director/'movie star', editor, and interactive fan, to see infinite possibilites as endless
beginnings; converting the divisive contradictions into multi-pliable options... While multdimensional mirrors and
screens placed at various points redistribute infinite information; slowing it down, speeding it up, rewinding, etc, and
displaying cosmic forms and actions( be it the actions and thoughts of a person, populace, event, from whatever time
period or area in tangible forms). Yet, all this convoluted, ambigous info is displayed in a way that the observer, or
'audience' can see how all things relate, even on the sub-atomic level. One then truly understands what the implications
of karma are, and of the necessity of living a peaceful, compassionate, mindful existence which respects all life. This
movie-making system is potentially a dynamic, interactive map for our own multidimensional thinking process - the
future mindset.
Thus its better to be aware of the benefits of a dynamic, multifaceted reality than to be subjected to its many
ramifications.

Among the many ways to see, and the encoded truths one can discover if one learns to tune in and co-direct, edit, and
'star' in this quantum production:
*Its possible to see in many directions/dimensions at once, without suffering sensory overload( i.e., one can enter a
higher dimension that seemingly moves at all angles simultaneously, yet you're still aware of one direction, whether left,
right, up, down - only left and right embody up and down and vice versa. This is comparable to a master samurai or
fencer whose sword stroke incorporates all motions. Also, one can better see the cause-and-effect processes of
everyday actions, like well-arranged domino patterns, or when skimming through TV channels in a way that these shows
seem to communicate to each other or play some unifying message - in fact you can change from any program, and still
not get lost.
*Since we're already attuned to each other in the truest, most intimate sense in the highest spectrum, the sum total of
our disowned or unacquainted thoughts and potentialities in intermediary realms force us to constantly communicate
with each other regardless( through dreams, interactions in micro-realities) - whether with people you don't know or
ignore, living, deceased, and unborn; friends and foes alike. We also communicate with other beings( which are really
our kindred spirits, or surreal aspects of our selves and systems, like the magical theme park and its wondrous
attractions) - though we're all driven by the same chaotic undercurrent of reintegration. Constant deals, bonds, and
connections are made without our conscious selves remembering it, and these interactions greatly affect our physical
experiences . We'll continue to experience each other's highs and lows - until we get to to the root cause which only
empirical empathy can cure; we'll perennially experience everyone's misfortune on unseen levels - how we contribute to

it as well, whether directly or indirectly.Utopian consciousness will elude us, until everyone's effort is appreciated, and
everybody becomes successful. The implications are both disturbing and empowering: what we're not aware of can be
used against us, while what we acknowledge( if not entirely understand), can empower us with great thoughts, eureka
moments, synchronicities)Hence, the way to reintegrate is to refer to our 'pre-existing unified state', where all moments
of intimate connection co-exist throughout eternity, with no karmic implications.
*Our seemingly progressive information is actually going backwards, in the sense that its revealing our pre-ordained
way. We're only free to choose the 'pre-coded ultimate way'. In this sense, it's about asking the pre-answered questions,
and solving the pre-solved dilemmas. Everything we need is already here, we just need to clean, organize, and reclaim
our heavenly bedroom - which involves clearing away the debris of others' misguided attempt to find their way( which is
always there).
* Reality is more fluid and organic than we imagine; energy and matter are more attuned/complimentary than we can
fathom. These co-shaping processes are profoundly malleable- possibly to the degree that planets, galaxies, dimensions,
and souls literally embody each other. For instance, Our Earth, on a quantum level can shape-shift and encapsulate the
dynamics of the very universe at certain points, like some organic, transportation, and technological restructuring
system. This idea alludes to theories of the hollow Earth, flat earth, UFOs, Bermuda Triangle, interdimensional portals to
various worlds, real and imagined. The means to ending the redundant life and death cycles lie in this concept - which is
done by bridging realities with immediate, organically-refined technologies for the purpose of alchemically encouraging
intersecting processes of physics, ecology, biology, nuero-science/meditation, et al.
*holographic, multi-layered blueprints exist for us to design synergetic systems, showing the fine line between the
genetic codes of biology, the mathematics of physics, the formulas of chemistry, the structures of techology, the
thought patterns of neuro-science, alphabets of language, and the mediums/symbols of art. These blueprints can bridge
the many gaps of our discriminatory educational system, and biased world-views. This synergestic blueprint can also coodinate, not necessarily invalidate traditional systems -ironically, this allows us to outgrow them and evolve in ways that
we encourage a continuum of basics.
* One can also identify many of the malignant forces at work, in a more self-empowered way, rather than from the
fearful mindset of a helpless pawn, For instance, how certain discarded particles, atoms, and genes are assimiliated into
evolutionary vacuums, thus becoming parasetic, distorted lifeforms, ( bacteria, or viruses, and 'semi-devils/gods' at
'straining' points', accordingly to the organic symmetry of the environment - hence, the importance of cultivating
healthier, more symbiotic environments). One can find the root of our psychic dementia-schizophrenia, the tampering
with our latent mental gifts, which maybe psychic assaults akin to thugs mugging overly-confident/spiritually blind ,
nontheless gifted individuals who think that the miserable, disadvantaged social condition is irrelevant to them since
they're so 'blessed' or privileged.
One can also reverse the ills of history, simply by realizing what could've been: a techno-shamanistic society that utilizes
diverse influences to develop a joint scientific/artistic world community grounded by its indigenous influences, as
opposed to demon-possessed, overpowered, corrupt nations bullying the isolated( 'so-called primitive') energeticallysensitive tribes of rich, fertile lands. A diverse, yet unified techno-shamanistic world would surely intersect with a
diverse, multidimensional reality of less comprimise and infinite exploration.
One can also better operate with established systems and methodologies, whether Christianity, and other belief
systems, as opposed to being overly-dependant on them. All belief systems are streams, rivers, lakes, and ponds of a
self-cleansing ocean of consciousness. We either purify, maintain, or pollute them accordingly to our sensitivity.
What are one of the most direct, yet effective meditations to escape the oppressive control systems of reality, while
reshaping and reintegrating it? Its a meditation and prayer that's not a meditation in the traditional sense, because it

borders self-hypnosis, sleep-walking states( performed with qi gong, or mindful, sensitive martial arts-type movements,)
and a child-like, dreamy approach. You need not study mandalas, recite mantras, study sacred text, because you're
expressing your own unique vibes/thoughts - something which can never be taught to you directly, nor taken away from
you. Return to the primal point, and study the origial, multilayered info before the first gurus, masters, and shamans
ever set eyes on it. Simply peer into the void, pass the point that not even prophets, gods, or superheroes can see. The
highest reality depends upon one's openness, creativity, and refreshing desires. It thrives on fresh spiritualism, not on
fear, reactionarism, rigid conservativism, and discriminating mentalities. The void's boundless expanse automatically
relaxes you as you visualize and contemplate its incalculability. This state beyond relaxation enables you to project your
greatest dreams, and hopes, whether constructing the most just, communal societies, formulating the cures to various
illnesses, and living the happiest, most inspirational lives. In this state, you see everything around you as a virtual, shapeshifting mandala; you see universal patterns: even in the alignment of streets, crowds, and other mundane things. Even
swarming crowds at rush hour can be simplified into re-aligning patterns or portals; there's no true dead end.
If the masses can acquire this level of intellectual daring, the answers will flood us; the higher, unified realm will take us
over. Here's a possible scenario:
People from different fields and backgrounds( neuro-scientists, physicists, biologists, inventors, social activists, artists,
writers, soul-searchers/religous practicioners, and open-minded commonfolk) experience the same thought patterns.
These thoughts are the sum total of humanity's greatest questions, why are we here, why is there suffering, how can we
change the world, or can the world be changed, is there a God/higher intelligence, etc.? We've always pondered these
thoughts on subconscious levels, only now, collectively, we're in the right frame of mind, to properly internalize that
higher information.
For instance, neuro-scientists and like-minded psychologists find a new way to assess intelligence and human potential
in general, besides IQ tests and standardized testing. With the help of sympathetic computer programmers, they
construct multilayered monitors which can map out the dormant electrical impulses of the brain, or properly diagnose
atrophied, dynamic neuro-networks. These networks can be 'unfolded' by the appropriate and sensitive stimulants(
deep levels of concentration bordering meditation, prayers, hypnosis, and bio-energetic nutrients). Henceforth, they
present intelligence more as a spectrum of pure energetic, fluid energy or dynamic, sentient neuro-plasticity rather than
as a puzzle-solving, decoding mechanism - because the latter results in the organic either becoming rigid or atrophied.
This also shows geneologists and biologists how genes and evolutionary/biological processes correlate to our thoughts .
Bio-ecological systems replicate our own processes( social, psychological) since everything has a symbiotic relationship.
We become subserviant to very systems which should nourish us - the programs are meant to 'program' us to program,
not be programmed. Physicists also realize that particles are in a process of integration, which they can further
encourage by way of a democratic system on all levels - hence, the importance of formulating a world school which
again acknowledges intelligence as a spectrum; the necessity of understanding different ways to be, see. The intellectual
spectrum also cultivates a deeper appreciation of persons and life of all levels. This encourages bio-diversity, neurodiversity, cultural diversity - which coelesce into a truly progressive continuum of information and stimulants/catalysts
on all levels of the spectrum.
The new mind model is not a fragmented, decoding, re-organizing entity to assess in terms of creative intelligence,
mathematical, emotional. Rather,the mind is a holographically-assembled puzzle( hence, its multi-layeredness gives it
the illusion of being segmented) which can find its way from any perspective. For example, the symmetrical and organic
are not wholly separate, nor is logic, imagination, sight, sound, art, science, religion, and the rest - these sensory outlets
and catalysts stimulate each other on ever-deeper levels: sound stimulates sight and vice versa. They come to a
consensus, that society need to formulate more fluid, humanistic systems/structures, equations, formulas, in league
with the very continuum arising from our suppressions or fragmented understanding. We need a more fluid system in

order to ride the momentums of an evermore dynamic reality.
These scientists meet in private, strategizing how to share their findings to the public. They understand that everyone
deserves to know, since reality is shaped by all minds. Not only does the repressed public need to be educated about
their unrealized potential, but the educators themselves need to be educated. They agree that reality is a system of
intelligence, comprised of multi-layered information. Thus, this vast info pool requires majority participation in order to
properly stabilize it. Since everyone understands that worlds, particles, and life forms embody each other, they create
symbiotic systems. For instance, Geologists take a more therapuetic/medical approach with their research, mapping out
the fertile regions of a dying Earth, not unlike doctors and neurologists diagnosing and curing ill minds and bodies....

THESE COMIC BOOK PANELS AND NOTES ARE METAPHORICAL BLUEPRINTS FOR THE 'OI SYSTEM' I believe that all physical systems are blueprints for a greater system( beyond our three-dimensional realm). This
multidimensional, organic, and sentient system operates on many intersecting/complimentary levels: where thoughts,
cosmic particles, genes, and various forms of energy and matter are interchangeable.
The implication here is that we should our present sciences, educational and spiritual systems, and artistic disciplines in
a more sensitive, ethical, compassionate , and visionary/creative way, in order to percieve this dynamic systemconsciousness . This fluctuating, multilayered system is mostly holographic in nature - hence, its interchangeable, yet
interconnecting informational capacity. Thus, my work encourages a more logic-based clairvoyance( beyond the
constraints of language, mathematics, and other structures of formality) enabling one to see in an all-permeating way.
This allows one to map out and manifest an all-embracing, all-healing, self-replenishing free energy system.

EACH COMIC BOOK PANEL HAS A ONE-PAGE SYPNOSIS EXPLAINING ITS NON-LINEAR, MULTILAYERED EVENTS:
This panel depicts the unseen control systems that oppress our reality. They may appear as anomolous atmospheric
turbulences or as ufos, according to our limited 3-D perception and fearful ( or hopeful) interpretations . However, our
mindful awareness can turn this system of control to one of assistance.
These shifting levels of reality( depicted here as ufo-like machinery) intersect and separate, mirroring our disharmonious
behaviour patterns. They produce psychic, lightning-like rays, shaped accordingly to the interdimensional alignments.
Sometimes these rays become circular super-symmetries( ie, new quantum particles) , or intricate symbols(
corresponding to our belief systems), not unlike snowflakes, with their ‘sacred geometries’.
However, one self-aware woman focuses her deepest thoughts and hopes, intercepting the rays of depression, insanity,
and stress. Her counter-rays reshapes this downpour at the quantum level.

This mere act of defiance enables her to re-design her spirit-gene code. Her code was designed by something else perhaps her unrealized, holographic higher self - but she now makes it her own. The codes of other souls merge with
her code. The seeds for evolution and revolution are planted through her, if people can follow her example.
Her best motives allows even higher levels of reality to manifest, via a more organic merging of biology, physics, and
technology. A new super-system of pure, progressive possibilities emerges. We can help co-shape its evolution, if we
learn to navigate it properly( via an intimate, or more personalized approach to the mysterious and ineffable).
This new system trickles down into the minds of inventors and visionaries. They construct tree-like, free energy
projectors, concentrating solar energy( which act as cosmic focal points) for more alchemical versions of photosynthesis. This cleanses the atmosphere, mends the ozone layer, and draws in even more healing energy. Engineers also
create pollution-cleansing vortex machines, modelled after black holes.

Free-energy extraction plant' - This geological transplant-like bunker emits a corrosive,
yet fertile/replenishing liquid, which seeps through dead matter( i.e., rocks, deserts). In a
process that is not unlike alchemy, the liquid becomes a purifying strand once it comes into
contact with oxygen, like a spider's web. A wheel then pulls up the strands, which in turn
extracts fertile particles and resources from deep within the Earth.

I

Infinite connections happen on the micro,macro, biological, and botannical. Plants branch out into other vegetation,
encouraging bio-diversity; neuro-pathways and interdimensional bridges spread across time and space: relativity
enhances the observer's perception and vice versa. These bridges connect the outer with the inner, conscious with the
unconscious; dreams border dimensions, adding more depth to our multidimensional reality.

Our compassionate curiousity and grounded openness frees confining matrixes. They become interconnecting,
magnetic, portal-mazes. This allows all beings to evolve into kindred soul-lords, including gods, aliens, devils, and
humans. People can now master unfathomable concepts such as peace, harmony, non-comprimising happiness, and
self-mastery.

The highest dimension becomes an extension of our mundane activities( sports, entertaintment, cultural activities,
education); paranormal realms mirror our universities, expos, festivities, and theme parks, while aliens and gods are our
unacquainted mirror-selves. They're virtual costumes for the ultimate masquerade.

One's openness and diversified perception stabilizes/focuses a holographic paradise - higher heavens are experienced
accordingly to one's passion. For instance, a female mangaku simultaneously becomes a robot-like goddess, anime-like
metropolis, and the very super-transit sytem which travels through it. She writes, designs, and stars in her own realitybased anime, or more personalized projection of events that others experience both in the 'real world', and in their own
world as well.

Spaceships and structures here comprise mathematical wholes, each form separates accordingly to the form and
function in organic-computing bio-alchemical zones not unlike 3-D printers.

This panel depicts the ultimate cosmic building block: just how much it affects reality in one micro-moment. Its essence
transcends equation, formula, and other navigatory dynamics. It acts as a window for the sensitive observer to percieve
how thoughts, genes, events coelesce at levels undetectable by our instruments. Centuries of chain reaction, karma, and
residual information can be traced to this one moment; how deseases form, social trends develop.

These super-symmetrical, bio-electro-magnetic grids represent the dynamics of relativity. One's perceptual ability to
align space, depth, rythym, vibration, and frequency allows one to simultaneously shape, manipulate, and travel
through realities.

Techno-Shamanism'
This painting is an exploration of our trans-evolutionary potential. We can fashion a virtual utopia by utilizing our
sciences/technologies, disciplines, and arts with a grounded, indigenous/shamanistic sensitivity to nature and the
cosmos.

2016 META-SCI-FI ART

'

‘Quantum Transit System'

Reality is more surreal than we imagine. This drawing is about speculative physics, exploring the 'physics' of physics in a
sense. It depicts the universe and its worlds, not as separate realities, but as interchangeable parts in a virtual cosmic
transportation/technological system. Planets and stars are aligned in ways that they form interdimensional spacecraft
and tunnels for various vehicles( i.e., teleportation).
'

'
‘Physical technology manifesting ethereal technnology'
These colorful, lightweight projecters are modeled after plant life - even their circuitry is modeled after healthilyarranged veins, stabilizing geometric patterns, and other dynamic-organic formations. These devices are called 'OI',
because they represent organic intelligence, as opposed to AI - which itself is a synthetic blueprint for the OI system.
Their ultra-geometric lenses are also hyper-sensitive to light or sentient energy. This allows the projecters to
alchemically manifest organic mechanisms made of pure energy, which heal and nourish our atmosphere in a kind of
'photo-synthesis'.

'

Ultra-geometric computer' This device can calculate beyond the speed of light and thought, because one shuffles about buttons of intersecting
shapes and sizes. The infinite possibilities are revealed accordingly to the button formations ( which also come together
to create new buttons, or 'buttons within buttons'). One can formulate broader equations, create greater
symbols/languages, and see higher frequencies, and understand how they all coelesce at certain points; how they affect
our gene pool, social trends, environmental conditions, and other symbiotic processes. Thus, one can calculate
multidimensionally, beyond time and space - past future probabilities as well.

T

‘

‘COLLECTING DATA FOR INTERDIMENSIONAL DREAM-WEAVING’

Dragon finding its way through a holographic reality'
This surreal dragon is a time traveler. Interdimensional portals are revealed accordingly to the traveler's ability to
percieve multi-layered imagery in this most holographic of realms.

'

Cataclysmic Catalysts' .
This painting depicts an alternative process of evolution. Greenish rain from other dimensions/ coelescing atmospheric
conditions creates and purifies Earthly bodies of water. Giant, colorful elemental beings are formed in these boiling
biological pools - in which the bubbles are developing eyeballs . They step out , spreading healthy spores and other
evolutionary catalysts.

'

Warbug'
This surreal drawing literally 'embodies' the chaos of warfare'. Faceless armies writhe about in one mass, with their
slashing swords, protruding guns, and flashing shields, which resemble the stingers, pincers, and clawed appendages of
a poisonous insect.

T

THE DEMONS WE SEE 'OUT THERE', WHERE ARE THEY REALLY?

'

NO OPPRESSOR IS TOO TOUGH'

'

KO'ED BOXER; HOW THE ENVIRONMENT SHAPES OUR DREAMS'
I believe that dreams and visions manifest themselves accordingly to how one's surroundings are aligned to one's body,
and energy centers (i.e., neuro-system, chakras, acupuncture points, etc). For instance, the vast rooms and spaces in our
dreams maybe the neurological/bodily micro-projections of the 'neuro-cameras/recorders inside us; psychic
impressions of the many mundane details( bookshelves, clothes, passer-bys, and the like) surrounding us . In this case,
the hallucinations of this unconscious boxer are 'projected onto and off' the ring ropes,TV cameras, and fight fans,
virtual screens which form a unique reality of distorted symmetry.

'

Rays which transform, not destroy'
This tank tank fires non-violent rays which can neutralize and reshape any force and object. For example, the battleship
is transformed into a greater, emerald vessel. The fertile, all-permeating, yet all-embracing power of nonviolence is the
ultimate weapon.

'Weightlifter-Locomotive'
Powerful vessels like the locomotive and human body work in similiar ways.

"

Trains within a train'
This is the ultimate model for the train enthusiast.

PSYCHEDELIC MONSTER FROMED FROM THE MOTIONS OF A BOXING MATCH

'

Multidimensional war strategy'
This is a surreal game depicting the interrelated dynamics of chess, war, and martial arts strategy. For example, the
upper half of this gameboard-like painting portrays the the duel between the pink and red armies from a 2-d
perspective. From that perspective, a particular side seems overwhelmed. However, in the 3-d realm, that formation
translates into new possibilities. For instance, the 'losing side' or 'surrounded army'may geometrically equate to a
torpedo aimed at a battleship, or a rocketlauncher aimed at the heart of a heavily-guarded fortress.

